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Abstract—In most games, social connections are an essential part of the gaming experience. Players connect in communities inside or around games and form friendships, which can be translated into other games or even in the real world. Recent research has investigated social phenomena within the player social network of several multiplayer games, yet we still know very little about how these networks are shaped and formed. Specifically, we are unaware of how the game type and its mechanics are related to its community structure and how those structures vary in different games. This paper presents an initial analysis of Steam users and how friendships on Steam are formed around 200 games. We examine the friendship graphs of these 200 games by dividing them into clusters to compare their network properties and their specific characteristics (e.g., genre, game elements, and mechanics). We found how the Steam user-defined tags better characterized the clusters than the game genre, suggesting that how players perceive and use the game also reflects how they connect in the community. Moreover, team-based games are associated with more cohesive and clustered networks than games with a stronger single-player focus, supporting the idea that playing together in teams more likely produces social capital (i.e., Steam friendships).

Index Terms—Social Network Analysis, Steam, Games, Player Network

I. INTRODUCTION

Well-being [1], increased engagement [2], [3], longer-term retention [4], and a sense of connectedness [5] are established benefits deriving from playing together. Researchers increasingly show that playing video games is a social activity [1], [5], [6]. Players gather in online and offline communities revolving around games, not only relying on the embedded social mechanics of the game but also on social media [7] and other forums [8]. This enhances the social aspect of single-player games, for which a community of affectionate players can also exist and connect. Studying the player community provides much information on how the game is perceived and also on the gameplay experience. Consequently, the analysis of the player social network (either implicit and explicit) is a practice that is catching on among researchers and game analysts. Most of the research on Social Network Analysis (SNA) in games is in the realm of strongly multiplayer games (often team-based), such as League of Legends [9], World of Warcraft [5], and Destiny [3], [10], hence neglecting single-player games communities. Those works are generally interested in connecting social interaction patterns to players’ activity and engagement in the specific context without analyzing the community at a higher level and making a cross-game comparison. Players connect in the game, social platforms, and game providers. As a result, the investigation of the social nature of games is more complex than just analyzing in-game social networks. Nevertheless, we are still unaware of how and whether the characteristics of games reflect on the way players connect and which are the design elements or mechanics fostering more cohesive communities. Researchers argue that games build friendships, which have value in the real world and are transferred across games. However, a still unanswered question is: how does the type of game impact the formation of those friendships?

We analyzed a game provider, Steam1 as a step towards the analysis of player friendships. The Steam platform is a great incubator of social relationships among players due to its hybrid nature combining functionality and few social media elements. Steam is primarily a game library where users can buy and store their games, build a profile, and share their activities and achievements. Additionally, Steam allows players to institute explicit friendship links with each other and obtain updates on the actions of friends (e.g., playing, reviewing, and buying new games) and progress. Specifically, we collected and analyzed parts of the Steam friends network and filtered it by each game played from the population sample. We then clustered the game friends sub-graph in six clusters. We characterized the clusters according to their genre and user-defined tags and the network properties (e.g., clustering coefficient, degree distribution, and centralization).

Research Goal and Contributions

In summary, the Games User Research (GUR) literature provides evidence on the importance of sociality in games and the community built around games. Yet, the existing investigations into the social network of the players are conducted on specific games and with clear objectives in mind (e.g., studying retention, social influence, and engagement). Consequently, we are unaware of the social network characteristics that can

1https://steampowered.com
be used to describe different game types. This study aims to perform an exploratory investigation to identify how the game characteristics, expressed by Steam genres and user-defined tags, relate to the shape player community. Our results connect some tags to specific network properties, contributing to our understanding of how users conceive the games (i.e., tag them) reflects on the specific game community structure. For instance, single-player games have scattered networks, whereas multiplayer games show more connected graphs, especially when team-based. Those networks are often scale-free and thus resemble the degree distribution of social media networks. Unlike tags, the game genres cannot be related to community characteristics. As a result, our contribution to the GUR community is twofold. First, we show how the definition of games through tags by the players (in the Steam platform) can be more meaningful for the understanding of the community than the genre originally associated with the game by Steam (or the designers). In other words, the way the game is perceived and used by the players provides a good picture of the actual player network shape. On the other hand, the game genre does not provide additional information.

Second, we show how including a team-based (and often local) multiplayer mechanics in games would more likely produce a cohesive, connected community of friends that resembles (in structure) social media networks. This finding further supports the conception of multiplayer (team-based) games as social incubators.

II. Related Work

People seek relatedness in any kind of activity [11], and very frequently do so in games [12]. Games embed a degree of social connection by their nature, and do so either directly or indirectly, in a way different to that in non-gameful actions. Players are more likely to be kept engaged and to keep on playing when their need to belong is fulfilled [2], as the nature of in-game relationships can impact their behaviors and participation [13]. Social play can produce feelings of well-being and bring about a performance increases in the players [3]. Well-designed social game mechanics can result in the players having a strong motivation to complete their tasks and to be retained for longer in the game: they are more motivated to have success [6]. Within virtual environments, players can form long-lasting friendships within games, which can continue not only in the real world but also in other games [14].

In this section, we review the literature on SNA in games to show how researchers examined player networks within specific games. We then focus on the studies analyzing the game provider Steam, and identify a research opportunity in the investigation of the Steam friends network filtered by each of the games studied.

Social Network Analysis in Games

Researchers and designers can rely on SNA to monitor the status of in-game social interactions. Player social relationships can be modeled using graphs, which successfully represent interaction patterns among a group of people [15]. Social networks manifest when directed (e.g., following an account) or indirected (e.g., befriending another user) social interactions are allowed. Social media and standard Online Social Networks (OSNs) explicitly define connections among the users, linked because they are related or share interests. On the other hand, despite being originated from indirect connections, implicit social networks are a rich source of information, and they may thus enforce similar social rules. For instance, online multiplayer games, which are a social phenomenon, encourage social interactions. These interactions, or relationships, can also be interpreted as social networks, thus being modeled using traditional SNA techniques. Online multiplayer games convey information on the social aspect of gaming [16] and help understanding social relationships in a highly digitalized world [17]. The study of how players socialize through games can lead to better social environments in games [17], [18]. Studying the player network in the form of a graph for example, can highlight how players’ activity is reflected in the experiences of others [19] and how the permanence of certain players can condition others’ behaviors [19]. An inspection of the player network hinted that spending more time in teams is not a synonym of being more social, since the interests of players in social interactions may be purely functional to the game [18], [20]. Similarly, toxic interaction patterns may emerge from the analysis [21]. Although the employment of SNA in games is still young, researchers have already analyzed the social roles of players. Group formation represents not only a pillar of the player community [17] but sometimes loyalty to the guild also led players to prioritize its growth over their own personal interests [22]. The team organization and connectedness also benefit individual performance [9] and retention [3]. Multiplayer, or social, games foster social relationships by their nature and can thus also be modeled in a graph. Researchers studied groups and community [23], investigating the impact of social structures in gameplay [3], [24]. Properties of groups and guilds, for example, are indicators of players’ in-game activity and retention [4], [25]. Although the player communities formed around games comprise important information about the social dynamics that occur [8], they say much concerning the network composition of the game under investigation.

Data Analysis on Steam

Games are multifaceted and as such they engage and connect users in different ways. Consequently, analyzing interaction patterns within games provides a context-specific view of players’ social dynamics. Conversely, investigating a game provider could give us a higher-level perspective of players’ relationships.

Steam is an online distribution platform for video games. Games on Steam are usually uploaded by the game developers, game studios, or publishers. Each game is presented on a store page. This page contains information about the game such as screenshots, descriptions, developer and publisher information, release year, genre, tags, a list of user reviews, a
user rating obtained from the user reviews. Steam also enables connecting to other players. We can gain various insights about players and games by looking at this heterogeneous dataset. Several research teams have used Steam data to understand player preferences [26] and play patterns [27]. For instance, clustering playtime allowed the identification of connections among game genres and how players span across different genres [27]. The social structure of the Steam player network has also been analyzed over the years. The Steam friends network was a modest loosely connected graph in 2011 [28] and grew substantially in 2016 [29], in the course of which players were found to befriend other players who they found similar to themselves and who also favored social games. This indicates that players are indeed interested in social interactions in games and game platforms. In the context of Steam, researchers mostly studied the activities and behaviors of players to achieve a greater knowledge of the individuals. However, little is known on how players engaging in the same game are connected and the relationship among those sub-communities, and the specific properties of the games.

III. DATA

In this section, we detail the construction of the data set used to perform our study. Starting by describing how we chose the Steam users and how we built their friendship network, we then detail how we picked the games we considered in this analysis and their induced friends’ network.

A. The Steam Friendship Graph

We modeled the Steam friends network as an undirected, non-weighted graph, in which the nodes are the players and the edges represent a friendship status between the two nodes. In the following, we detail the data set construction process. Our intention was to increase the likelihood of the presence of active users. The rationale behind this choice is that regular players actually build a community around a given game or a set of games. On the other hand, the inclusion of inactive players in the friendship network would only modify its structure without contributing to the underlying social dynamics.

- **Step 1.** We randomly collected a seed set of 1k users from the authors of the reviews of the top 100 “New and Trending” games on the 10th of April 2020. We collected the seed users’ friends and built a first friendship network, resulting in a sample of about 50k nodes.
- **Step 2.** We then extracted the largest connected component (LCC) of the first friendship network, consisting of 2.8k users.
- **Step 3.** We further retrieved the friends of the 2.8k users in the LCC, obtaining a second friendship network with 240k nodes.
- **Step 4.** For the last iteration, we also retrieved the friends of the newly added nodes. However, we did not store any new node (i.e., player) in the graph; we only integrated the network with the missing edges. Finally, we removed the users with private profiles.

The network obtained by this means counted 191,479 nodes and 1,242,093 edges. We then collected daily updated information about the activities of each player(node) in the network and did this in the form of time spent playing each game they owned. The observation period covered five weeks, from April 13th 2020 to May 17th 2020. Given that we consider users to be active if they have played at least one game during the period of observation, we found that only 51k out of 191k players were active during the five weeks we crawled their activity. We removed all inactive users from the friendship graph, along with the nodes that became disconnected. This resulted in a final friendship network of 39,354 users and 218,432 edges.

B. Games’ Friendship Graphs

We analyzed the friendship network induced by each Steam game to study whether game characteristics, such as genres and tags, reflect on friendship ties of its players. We picked the 200 most frequently played games within our dataset and for each of these games we consider a subgraph of the friendship network comprised only the users who have played that game. Thus, we have an edge between two players in each game subgraph if they have both played the given game. We considered only the top 200 most-played games to ensure a game-induced network of at least 250 nodes. Table I summarizes the size distribution of the 200 game networks in terms of the number of nodes (players) and edges (friendship ties).

### IV. Method

This section describes the method we followed to detect any pattern in the friendship network induced by specific game characteristics, detailing how we grouped similar networks and the metrics to characterize each group.

A. Graph Clustering

Our analysis’s first step was to group all networks with similar structural characteristics to evaluate whether different games with analogous peculiarities generate similar linking patterns in their induced friendship network. Several clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature to accomplish this task (i.e., grouping items). However, they all deal with data described by numerical vectors.

One way to describe graph-structured data through a numerical representation is by engineering handcrafted features. The key characteristics of the networks are thus manually chosen and their values will compose the corresponding numerical vector. Although it is straightforward, this approach may introduce a bias towards the selected features and propagate it in the results. Further, latent patterns encoded in the network

**TABLE I: Distribution of the size of the friendship graphs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#nodes</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>107.43</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#edges</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>17,273</td>
<td>879.79</td>
<td>1,445.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table summarizes the size distribution of the 200 game networks in terms of the number of nodes (players) and edges (friendship ties).
may be overlooked or missed. For this reason, we opted for a graph embedding technique to transform a friendship network in its numeric representation [30]. Given a graph \( G = (V, E) \) and a predefined embedding dimension \( d \), with \( d \ll |V| \), the problem of graph embedding is to map \( G \) into a \( d \)-dimensional space (a.k.a. latent space), in which the structural properties of \( G \) are preserved as much as possible. Following this definition, each graph is represented as either a \( d \)-dimensional vector (for a whole graph) or a set of \( d \)-dimensional vectors. Each vector represents the embedding of part of the graph, such as nodes, edges, or substructures.

As we were interested in clustering graph structures, we used graph2vec [31], a neural-network-based technique for whole graph embedding. The underlying idea of this graph representation learning process is to yield similar embeddings for structurally similar graphs. Based on the document embedding model [32], graph2vec sees each graph as a document and the rooted subgraphs around every node in the graph as words that compose the document. The graph2vec embeddings are task agnostic and as such can be directly used across all analytics tasks involving whole graphs.

Once we obtained the 200 vector embeddings - one for each game friendship graph - we fed them to the K-means clustering algorithm. We used the Silhouette analysis [33], giving information about the separation distance between the resulting clusters and the distortion index, counting the sum of squared distances of samples to their closest cluster center, to select the best number of clusters.

\[ \text{Silhouette} = \frac{b - a}{\max(a, b)} \]

\( a \) is the average distance of a sample to the other samples in the same cluster, and \( b \) is the average distance of a sample to the other samples in the closest cluster.

\[ \text{Distortion} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j \in C_i} \sum_{k \in C_{i'}} \left| \frac{d_{ij} - d_{jk}}{d_{jk}} \right| \]

\( C_i \) is the cluster \( i \), \( d_{ij} \) is the distance between sample \( i \) and \( j \), and \( C_{i'} \) is the closest cluster to \( C_i \).

\( \text{Optimal } k \) is the value that minimizes the distortion.

\[ \text{Elbow Method} = \frac{\text{Distortion of } k \text{ clusters}}{\text{Distortion of } (k-1) \text{ clusters}} \]

For the optimal \( k \), the elbow method shows the best separation between clusters.

\[ \text{Silhouette analysis} = \frac{b - a}{\max(a, b)} \]

If the Silhouette analysis is close to 1, it indicates a good clustering.

\[ \text{Distortion analysis} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j \in C_i} \sum_{k \in C_{i'}} \left| \frac{d_{ij} - d_{jk}}{d_{jk}} \right| \]

If the Distortion analysis is close to 0, it indicates a good clustering.

**B. Clusters Characterization**

As a means of characterizing the properties of each cluster, we defined two sets of features considering i) the structural characteristics of the game friendship networks within each group and ii) the metadata associated with each game. This approach is similar to the approach presented by Overgoor et al. [34], where the authors analyze the impact of U.S. college dynamics over students’ Facebook friendship relations. From the structural point of view, we analyzed the following features:

- size - number of nodes;
- edge density - the share of node pairs that are connected;
- mean and variance of node degree distribution;
- degree assortativity - which measures the similarity of connections in the graph with respect to the node degree;
- group degree centralization - which equals 1 in a star graph, 0 in a circle graph where all degrees are equal;
- group betweenness centralization - which reaches its maximum value 1 for the star graph;
- average clustering coefficient - which measures the connectedness of a network counting the number of triangles a node is actually involved in overall possible triangles in its neighborhood;
- number of connected components and size of the LCC;
- modularity - which measures how good a given graph partition is based on the number of inter- and intra-community edges;
- percentage of the game networks following a power-law distribution.

Regarding the game metadata, we considered:

- Steam-defined game genres;
- user-defined tags, indicating game mechanics, genres, themes, or attributes. Generally, those tags can be any term or phrase. As we had an excessive number of tags for each game (\( \text{mean} = 38.57, \text{std} = 30.22 \)), we used Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency [35] (TF-IDF) to obtain a more representative list of user tags for each game. TF-IDF is a numerical statistic intended to reflect how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. Hence, we used this metric to retrieve the most characterizing tags (words) for each game (document) in our game dataset (corpus).

**V. Results**

**A. Games’ Friendship Graphs Clustering**

To obtain the network embeddings, we use the implementation of graph2vec at the following link \(^3\). We run the script using the default parameters suggested by the authors to get an \( 8 \)-dimension graph embedding. Regarding the execution of the clustering algorithm, we use the sklearn Python implementation of K-means\(^4\). We iterated the algorithm initializing \( k \) from 2 to 10. Figure 1 shows the distortion index associated to each value of \( k \). The elbow does not clearly denote the best \( k \) (either 6, 7, or 8 are valid choices). We decided to set \( k = 6 \), since increasing \( k \) led to a higher number of clusters of size 1.

**B. Characterizing the Game Clusters**

Having clustered the games into six clusters (or groups), we then analyzed the games’ properties to characterize each group (see Section IV-B). The structural properties of each cluster are summarized in Table II.

\(^2\)https://store.steampowered.com/tag/
\(^3\)https://github.com/benedekrozemberczki/graph2vec
highest. The games in the cluster present a centralized structure, in terms of degree. The nodes, on average, present a high degree distribution but very variable (mean = 60, and std = 145).

- **Cluster 1.** This cluster includes one game: Rocket League. The network is made of about 5k nodes, is not particularly dense, and has the lowest degree distribution (mean = 17 and std = 147). The degree distribution follows the power-law distribution, and thus the network is scale-free. Although many communities exist in this network, the largest connected component accounts for half of the nodes. Finally, the network is centralized, in terms of betweenness centrality.

- **Cluster 2.** In this cluster, we have 72 games, which have (on average) the smallest network size. These networks have the highest mean degree distribution (mean = 84, std = 132), but the lowest average clustering coefficient. The networks are scattered in many separate connected components, with the biggest covering 2% of the network, and thus show the highest modularity score. The game networks in this cluster also have the highest degree assortativity, and most of them (88%) are scale-free networks. Finally, they are relatively centralized, although not as much as the networks in Cluster 0.

- **Cluster 3.** In this cluster, we have 13 games. The networks are, on average, much bigger than in Cluster 0 and 2. The degree distribution has a quite high mean, although being very variable (mean = 74, and std = 271). The networks show a high modularity and are divided into many components, with the largest accounting for 18% of the nodes. Finally, the networks are not particularly centralized, and only about half of them are scale-free.

- **Cluster 4.** This cluster includes one title: Wallpaper Engine, whose network counts about 5k nodes. The degree distribution is quite low, but very variable (mean = 27, and std = 214), and does not follow the power-law distribution. The network shows the lowest modularity score and is not particularly centralized.

- **Cluster 5.** This cluster includes only Counter-Strike: Global Offense (CS:GO), the network of which is much bigger than the others (17k nodes). The network has the highest clustering coefficient and a big LCC (71% of the network). The CS:GO network is also a scale-free network, with the lowest centralization score.

In addition to inspecting the network features, we also studied how the tags defined by the users in Steam are distributed in each cluster. In order to do this, we build a word cloud for each cluster (Figure 2). The clouds are obtained through the wordcloud python package, and compute the word (i.e., tag) frequency in the text (i.e., cluster tag list). Cluster 1, 4, and 5 include only one game each, and thus the tag displayed entirely describe that specific game title. Rocket League (Cluster 1) is a team-based, competitive game, which often is used with the local multiplayer feature to build the teams. Wallpaper Engine (Cluster 4) is a modeling and design tool to make animated wallpaper for windows. Finally, CS:GO (Cluster 5) is a team-based competitive game, which falls under the category of esport. On the other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>nodes</th>
<th>density</th>
<th>mean deg</th>
<th>std deg</th>
<th>avg clust</th>
<th>#CC</th>
<th>%LCC</th>
<th>modularity</th>
<th>assortativity</th>
<th>% pl</th>
<th>deg centr</th>
<th>betw centr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#0 (106)</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>60.95</td>
<td>145.10</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>583.92</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>5.02E-05</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 (1)</td>
<td>5.299</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>147.21</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>2260</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1.05E-05</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 (72)</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>84.58</td>
<td>132.22</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>363.04</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>3.06E-05</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 (13)</td>
<td>2.741</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>74.49</td>
<td>214.70</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>2964</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>6.68E-06</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 (1)</td>
<td>5.419</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>27.23</td>
<td>214.70</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>1773.78</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>6.68E-06</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 (1)</td>
<td>17.273</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>48.65</td>
<td>177.38</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>3783</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>6.68E-06</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the most popular genre was Action, a narrow distinction of the characterizing genres. Specifically, the single game that they represent, the other clusters lack of crafting and building. Except for Cluster 1, 4, and 5, whose genres reflect based games, both Cluster 3), and RPG (12% for Cluster 0, 10% for Cluster 2, and 15% for Cluster 3), Adventure, the genre property thus does not contribute to a greater level of detail, this result suggests how the way players play games is related to the structure of the community. The game network analyses can thus provide valuable insights into how the game is perceived and interpreted by its community and its dominant social dynamics. In other words, the players are essential for shaping the gaming experience and its mechanics on a level similar to that of the designers. This finding also emphasized the importance of analyzing the player network not only to detect interaction patterns, but also to some extent for obtaining design feedback.

The cluster characterizations also provided more in-depth correlations among the community structures and the game properties. First, we observed that team-based games tended to have scale-free networks, regardless of the network sizes (Cluster 1 and 5). In other words, the degree distributions of their nodes follow a power-law distribution, in which many nodes have few connections but only a few nodes have a large number of links. This is also known as the richer-get-richer phenomenon, prevalent in social media networks. Therefore, their network structure of games with a strong team component shows some similarities to social media communities [36], [37], suggesting that playing in teams creates an environment in which social relationships are nurtured. The existence of teams in itself also impacted the clustering coefficient, which was higher than in cooperative but casual games (Cluster 0). This result is that playing in teams increases the likelihood of becoming friends of friends in Steam than sharing a similar game preference (either cooperative or single-player). Additionally, multiplayer games without a strong team-based component (Cluster 0 and 2) tended to have much more centralized networks than games in which teams are important (Cluster 1, 3, and 5). Hence, having players’ connected in teams uniformed the link distribution, increasing the likelihood of forming triangles (i.e., friends of friends).

Most of the massively multiplayer games with a single-player component (Cluster 2) also showed a tendentially scale-free network structure. These networks were highly scattered in small graphs with high modularity, however, whereas team-based game graphs were more connected. This finding further strengthens the importance of teams or team tasks to obtain a more cohesive community, especially in terms of relationships beyond the game (i.e., a Steam friendship). Furthermore, the scattered nature of these networks can be linked to them being massively multiplayer games. The result of this is that players come into contact with many (random) users. Consequently, it is unlikely that they will form a (Steam) friendship or play in more matches together. The graph of Cluster 4, which represents a design tool only usable in a single-user mode, is similarly scattered and sparse. This characterization lends support to the importance of an in-game social aspect for nurturing the game community.

Finally, the results show that the biggest network with the highest clustering coefficient is a team-based esport game (CS:GO). Games of this type rely on the idea of (consolidated) teams more than others and do so not only for professionals but also for amateurs. This might contribute to the high clustering coefficient, as repeatedly playing together might result in a Steam friendship (or vice-versa friends form stable teams).

In summary, the shape of the game community is more affected by how players define the game (through user-
defined tags) than by the game genre assigned by the designers/producers. Specifically, games that require the formation of teams show specific network properties: they are not centralized, have a high clustering coefficient, and tend to be scale-free. They support the formation of friendships to a greater extent than non-team-based games. Conversely, titles with a stronger single-player focus have more scattered networks, made of many small detached components.

Limitations

This study also comes with a few limitations. First, our population sample comprehends a subset of the actual Steam network. Consequently, we have a partial view of the friends graph and the network in each game. Additionally, our sample is seeded from the players reviewing “new and trending games” and playing at least one game within our observation period. This means we must interpret our results in terms of active players (our 5-week time window). Furthermore, the resulting friendship networks may also have been partially influenced by the recent pandemic since more people may have been obliged to stay at home and will have had more time to play games during this period. Second, the game networks vary in size and the sub-graph structure might not entirely reflect the full-game network, in particular for the smaller networks. Since some network-related features could have accentuated this bias, we relied on graph embeddings to perform the comparison. Finally, we do not consider the temporal component in our study. Hence, we cannot infer causality in the relationships between graph topology and friendship connections. In other words, we can neither argue that players became friends because they played the same game title or that they began playing because they were already friends. Rather, we correlate the Steam community structure of each game to the game properties to identify patterns linking the network properties and game type (i.e., user tags).

Future Works

The natural next step for our study will be the introduction of the temporal factor in the analysis. In this study, we cannot infer causality among the two variables studied: the game network structure and the game tags. In future work, we aim to achieve an understanding of the link between game tags and how they can be used to predict new games, and vice-versa (i.e., the link between game tags and how they can be used to predict new friends). Additionally, we will analyze the network evolution for each game to understand the dynamics by which the connections are formed (e.g., velocity and patterns). Finally, we will investigate how we can infer the (used) game mechanics and playstyle from the network structure. In this regard, we will verify how users play the game despite the available mechanics. For example, a game might be both cooperative and competitive, but the network might prefer building a community through cooperation.

VII. CONCLUSION

People connect through games, in which they build relationships and friendships that can be translated into other games and also into real world situations. Recent research on the player networks induced from in-game social interactions showed the potential of SNA in games towards unraveling the dynamic occurring within the game community. Nevertheless, a broader understanding of how those game networks are shaped and formed still lacks. Also lacking is an analysis of how the game characteristics are related to the structure of its player network. This study deepened our understanding of player communities by analyzing the Steam friendship graphs for 200 games. We found that some game characteristics are linked to specific network properties. The game community’s shape is related to the tags users associated with games, more than the game official genres. Specifically, team-based games have scale-free networks that are not centralized and with a high clustering coefficients. Hence, they support the formation of friendships to a far greater extent than non-team-based games. On the other hand, single-player games have scattered networks made of many small detached components. In conclusion, the type of game is indeed reflected in how the community is shaped and formed, supporting the idea that playing together (especially in teams) is more likely to produce social capital, and thus (Steam) friendships.
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APPENDIX

A. List of the Steam titles contained in each cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Steam Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Rocket League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Team Fortress 2, Dota 2, Garry’s Mod, Terraria, Arma 3, SteamVR, Rust, Grand Theft Auto V, Tabletop Simulator, Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six Siege, Dead by Daylight, Monster Hunter: World, Risk of Rain 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Wallpaper Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Counter-Strike: Global Offensive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>